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Thanks to its best-known use, any mention of cannabis tends to bring up jokes about the munchies or debates
about marijuana and legalized drug use. But this not-so-innocent flowering plant was one of the first to be
domesticated by humans, and it has been used in spiritual, therapeutic, and even punitive applications ever
since—in addition to its more recreational purpose. Despite all the hoopla surrounding cannabis, however,
we actually understand relatively little about it in the human and ecological past. In Cannabis, Chris Duvall
explores the botanical and cultural history of one of our most widely distributed crops, presenting an even-
handed look at this heady little plant.
           
Providing a global historical geography of cannabis, Duvall discusses the manufacture of hemp and its role
in rope-making, clothing, and paper, as well as cannabis’s use as oil and fuel. His focus, though, is on its
most prevalent use: as a psychoactive drug. Without advocating for either the prohibition or legalization of
the drug, Duvall analyzes a wide range of works to offer a better understanding of both stances and,
moreover, the diversity of human-cannabis relationships across the world. In doing so, he corrects the overly
simplistic portrayals of cannabis that have dominated discourse on the subject, arguing that we need to
understand the big picture in order to improve how the plant is managed worldwide. Richly illustrated and
highly accessible, Cannabis is an essential read to understand the rapidly evolving debate over the
legalization of marijuana in the United States and other countries.
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From reader reviews:

Robert Stratton:

Do you have favorite book? When you have, what is your favorite's book? Publication is very important
thing for us to find out everything in the world. Each book has different aim or perhaps goal; it means that
reserve has different type. Some people feel enjoy to spend their time and energy to read a book. They are
really reading whatever they get because their hobby is usually reading a book. What about the person who
don't like reading through a book? Sometime, man feel need book whenever they found difficult problem or
perhaps exercise. Well, probably you will want this Cannabis (Botanical).

Mary Burnette:

Nowadays reading books become more than want or need but also work as a life style. This reading habit
give you lot of advantages. Associate programs you got of course the knowledge the rest of the information
inside the book which improve your knowledge and information. The knowledge you get based on what kind
of book you read, if you want have more knowledge just go with schooling books but if you want sense
happy read one using theme for entertaining for example comic or novel. The actual Cannabis (Botanical) is
kind of e-book which is giving the reader unstable experience.

Florence Ross:

The publication with title Cannabis (Botanical) has a lot of information that you can learn it. You can get a
lot of gain after read this book. That book exist new expertise the information that exist in this publication
represented the condition of the world at this point. That is important to yo7u to be aware of how the
improvement of the world. This specific book will bring you in new era of the globalization. You can read
the e-book on your smart phone, so you can read the item anywhere you want.

Sean Ward:

Do you like reading a guide? Confuse to looking for your best book? Or your book has been rare? Why so
many problem for the book? But any people feel that they enjoy for reading. Some people likes examining,
not only science book and also novel and Cannabis (Botanical) as well as others sources were given expertise
for you. After you know how the great a book, you feel desire to read more and more. Science publication
was created for teacher or perhaps students especially. Those textbooks are helping them to add their
knowledge. In various other case, beside science publication, any other book likes Cannabis (Botanical) to
make your spare time considerably more colorful. Many types of book like this.
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